Case 14: Testing the Bounds—Advocating Animal Testing
The first day of class at most universities is often a thrilling time, when students discover the
road map for the next several months of their study in a particular subject. Professors distribute a
syllabus, explain their expectations of student performance, and sometimes even delve into some
preliminary substantive lectures. A psychology professor at a major state university, John Smith,1 takes
his first day of class on a rather unique path. Prof. Smith spends the first day of every semester lecturing
students on the benefits of animal testing.
While many people associate psychology with human rather than animal testing, some
biologically-based psychological truths can be exposed through the testing of other species. For
instance, animal research has helped researchers understand 1) how the central nervous system recovers
after neural damage; 2) the biological bases of fear, anxiety, and other stress reactions; 3) ―subjective
and dependence-producing effects of psychotropic drugs‖; 4) motivational processes; and 5) learning
and memory.2 Some of the more controversial forms of psychological animal testing include maternal
deprivation and addiction studies.3
However, Prof. Smith does not limit his lecture to psychological studies. He discusses the
benefits of animal testing for medicine—both in terms of the benefits from drug testing and surgical
research. Prof. Smith also points out the pervasiveness of use and abuse of animals in society, noting
that animals are regularly eaten, placed in animal control shelters and put to sleep, and turned into
consumer goods, as with cow hides.4 During the lecture, he includes a PowerPoint presentation that
graphically shows animal testing, harmful conditions that humans suffer without the products of animal
testing, and other ways that animals are used in society (such as meat processing and animal shelters).
At the end of the first class, Prof. Smith warns students not to rail against testing unless they
avoid all sorts of products, particularly cosmetics, leather, and meat (for consumption), and don‘t mind
the lost opportunities at curing AIDS, cancer, etc.5 Some students found Prof. Smith‘s lecture to
improperly advocate personal beliefs, and others were highly offended at the depictions of the processes.
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